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Abstract
Process improvement by lean thinking in trucking industry
Abhiram Reddy Ramasahayam
Department of automotive and manufacturing engineering technology
Minnesota state university, Mankato, MN-56001
Manufacturing industries with complex production systems are struggling with designing optimal
process to increase throughput. Companies will require high amount of labor and process
improvement resources to sustain growth and delivery quality products to its customers. A chain
of value added activities when designed and deployed with help of lean based methodologies
can create high efficiency process. In this paper we have studies and implemented value added
process based on the lean manufacturing methodologies which was adapted on the shop floor.
In many traditional truck body production industries have facing many problems like low
production rate, big lead times, material flow issues, nonlinear layout, late customer delivery and
low quality. To address this problems, a mythology has been designed with implementing process
techniques for low efficiency work stations.
This study and implementation is conducted in crucial bottle neck areas. Tools used to conduct
this study are time analysis, motion analysis, Standard working procedure (SWP), value stream
analysis, 5S, Value layout, and bottleneck analysis. The value process implementation has
converted production of two truck per day to three truck per day. Increase in production rate,
quality and customer delivery have been witness when process is implemented and sustained.
Key works: Time analysis, Lean manufacturing, Process improvement, Value stream,
implemented and sustained.

Chapter 1: Lean introduction
1.1 Introduction:
From early 1980’s there was near trend in manufacturing industries to improve efficiency of
production process by the idea of continues improvement. Many companies struggle to sustain
their growth and product quality. There is new wave in manufacturing arena called lean
manufacturing which was derived from Japanese toyota production system. It is proven over and
over again that implementing lean techniques correctly can bring remarkable improvement to
the process. Engineers and managers across the manufacturing fields attempted to increase
productivity by decreasing cost and improving quality of product or a system. In this regards there
are many tool and techniques emerged from lean thinking which can be applied to reduce
manufacturing and production constrains.
However, now a day most companies in manufacturing sector fails to live up to its customer
standards. Longer lead times and late delivery time is common senior in most of small
manufacturing industries. Companies try to sustain growth and stay alive in global markets and
their local competition, even investing heavily in state of the art technology and market strategies
with no or little effect on growth. One of the main factors is because lack of development in
creating culture of continues improvement in the organization. In other words, fail to training
their workers to the idea of lean thinking. Nonetheless only small percentage of companies able
to sustain lean process improvement and their ability to cultivate lean culture in workplace.
Whole idea of lean improvement is understanding where non value added activity is and
converting into value added activity. Lean process looks at the entire operation of pant from raw
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material to customer delivery. In this paper we have used a holistic approach to understand
process from upstream supplier to downstream customer.

1.2 Problem statement:
Delta-Waseca is medium size automotive (OEM) company located in south central Minnesota
which producing truck trailer bodies from 18 feet to 30 feet long. Company is witnessing long
delivery times with Lower quality products. Unhappy costumer and longer processing time at
certain work station is common situation in the plant. Delta’s supply chain is in total shambles
with poor supplier relation and with no or little incoming material inspection procedures.

1.3 Research questions:
How can you identify major constrains in the plant?
How does chain of linked value activities improve identified bottlenecks?
What techniques to use to sustain the process improvement activity?
Does people really factor in process, if so how do you address improving or creating lean culture?
How do you create more agile supply relation management using lean thinking?

1.4 Methodology
This paper will focus on observing behaviors of production system when set of value added
activities are implemented to gain smooth flow. The purpose of the study is to demonstrate set
of lean strategies when implemented correctly can reduce overall product lead time. The
researcher will conduct the value stream analysis from start to finish of production flow. When
identified the major systems responsible for constrains will be attempt to understand the
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bottlenecks by conducting in time analysis and motion analysis. Each set of data will be collected
and analyzed for identifying any potential patterns for improvement.
Fundamental knowledge of lean manufacturing background will be learned by the information
gathered by studying research papers, text books and internet. It is significant to understand
that the intension of this paper is not to provide detail description of each sub system on
production flow but to focus on the holistic view of plant and determine solution based on the
available resources and most importantly considering cost factors.

Figure 1 Lean thinking cycle
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Chapter 2: Literature review
2.1 History of lean manufacturing:
New ideas emerge to tackle new conditions in which old methods are no longer seems to work.
This is true in lean production, which was originated in different country at period where
conventional methods in manufacturing systems does not work with traditional thinking. To
understand the origins of lean manufacturing we need to dig deep into world of toyota
production system.
Ford’s mass production in early 1900’s was just start of new manufacturing revolution. Model T
was first automobile to achieve interchangeability. Ford insisted that all the gauges used in the
plant should be of same metric. This helped in achieving simple process or in today’s words user
friendly, in which any one can repair and this laid ground work for production thinking in
automotive world. Key to mass production was the complete and consistent interchangeability
of parts and simplicity of attaching them to each other [1]. Material were delivered to the
workstation rather than workers traveling and getting them. Assemblies remain in intended
locations, processing time reduced tremendously and fords introduced continues assembly line
to the world. Production in 1913 was at the peak with same work performed over and over
resulted in faster work performance. River rogue and highland plant where models of near
continues flow production and vertical integration-raw material like rubber, silicon and iron ore
flowed into one end and model T came out from other end at incredible rate [3].
Eiji toyada, a Japanese engineer along with taiichi ohno took a trip to ford’s river rouge plant in
early 1950. Ford rouge plant was considered best manufacturing machine in the world with
through put of 7000 unit’s compared with Toyota less than 3000 units. After visiting the pant
4

ohno and toyado came to concluded that there were some possibilities to improve the
production system and mass production would never work in japan [1]. From this idea a
revolutionary thinking was born which came to call as toyota production system later came to
know as lean thinking.
During World War 2 most of Japanese industrials cities were destroyed. Economics condition in
japan was very dull after the war compare to America. Most of manufacturing industrial could
not compete with idea of mass production system because they lack unlimited supply of
resources like raw material, electricity or labor. Japanese manufacturing companies soon realized
that they need to focus resources on demand only basis. They started to produce small batched
which helps in less inventory and less capital. Toyota realized importance of training its
employees in demand based manufacturing thinking and It did not have to rely on the economies
of scan as western counterparts and soon training resulted in more skilled labor. Toyota invested
heavily on the workers in training and cultivating culture of continues improvement.

2.2 Lean Culture:
Many companies both manufacturing and service industries, after witnessing toyota production
system started implementing lean techniques. Changing the company’s behavior towards new
process is no easy task. Many companies try to bring culture of continues improvement into their
production system but fail to cultivate this change. Toyota’s biggest asset was not their
technology or next model or marketing strategy but its people. Creating lean leadership is very
critical to cultivate and bring continues improvement behavior among the workers. Many
workers are essential to understand the deviation in the process and they alone cannot change
the process. Management need to buy into its process to make any changes to happen. Methods
5

and tools are very important but they cannot achieve any results if leaders do not have a deeper
understanding of lean [4]. Lean thinking strives to eliminate waste in all corners of plant form
zero defects to zero inventory. To achieve this perfection long term continues improvement is
necessary from both management and shop floor workers to share knowledge and information.

Figure 2: Model of lean production system [4]

Many argue that lean is philosophy, which is way of living in both professional and personal
lives. To understand lean in detail we must understand the five core principles of lean thinking.
1: Value
2: Value stream
3: Flow
4: Pull
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5: Perfection

2.3 Lean principles
2.3.1 Value:
The most important aspect of lean thinking is identifying the value. Each time when talked about
value a common question arises “what is value and how do you define it”. Value is defined by
final customer in form of product or service to which they invest at specific time.
Value is created by the producer. From customer standpoint this is why produce exist [5]. Now
different industries located in different geographical location defined value according to their
prospective. For an example, German manufacturing industry is more focused on the complex
technological aspect of product. Many German industries were led by the highly trained technical
experts and invested their resources in highly refined process complexities to which many
showed little or no interest. It is witnessed that complex design technologies and sophisticated
process where too expensive for general customers. On other hand when looking at Japanese
industrial markets they defined value where costumer is. In other words, product or service is
designed by needs of customer and their ability to invest in it. In companies like toyota started
designing their process by asking customers on their needs and local conditions. Customers like
their product to local needs and with shorter lead times. Value is skewed by the nature of
product, Origination structure, and complex process along with the thinking of company.
In today’s world air travel is mostly filled with hassle from buying cheap ticket to long waiting
(security check, flight delay and boarding time) and reaching destination with certain amount of
road travel if its a small town that lacks air transport.
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Airline industrial built bigger airplane

rather than encouraging the idea of improving transportation to smaller towns by designing
smaller planes. Basic model in airline industry is flaws by the thinking of transporting large batch
of passengers on large plan but it’s not creating value by shorting passengers on hubs.
Lean thinking is more focused on creating value to specific product or service at specific cost at
specific time period to specific customer. Value is created when organization starts to think and
design process from customer prospective (no long flights or inefficient cars). If process results
in designing wrong product to customer which they are not interested to pay for, then this will
simple result in MUDA which we will discuss in later chapter of paper.
2.3.2 Value stream:
Value stream is set of all the actions needed to complete the process from order to delivery of
product or service to final customer. From the conceptual task in which product is designed and
tested for launch, the information cycle for order taking to customer delivery, transformation
cycle where material physically change its shape to obtain final product. Identifying this three
crucial steps of value stream is important step in lean manufacturing. Many companies try to
map its value stream and try to identify waste activities. Value stream involved in mapping out
every step in process form upstream supplier to final customer and documentation each step. In
past when idea of idea of concurrent engineering does not exist, there was no sharing of
information from different supplier to its manufacturing partners. This was partly because lot of
companies invested in their own development and information is kept confidential. This created
a vacuum for understanding the value added activities for the entire production cycle. This soon
change after Japanese companies started to implement the concepts of concurrent engineering,
eliminating barrier between supplier and manufacturer. Creating a value stream understanding
8

will require to define the steps from order to final product which includes three categories: (1)
those which actually create value as perceived by the customer; (2) those which create no value
but currently required by the product development, order filling for production systems so they
can’t be eliminated just yet; and (3) those actions which don’t create value as perceived by the
customer and can be eliminated immediately [1]. The second criteria are called type once Muda
because the steps are necessary to bring the product or service to customer and process is not
hundred present value creating. Like inspection which is necessary for different production
process to make sure high quality product is been delivered but in lean thinking it is an
unavoidable non value activity with current technologies and production process. The third
criteria are type two Muda or waste which can be eliminated when identified completely because
it creates no value to either customer or producer.

Figure 3: Value stream model [6]
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2.3.3 Flow:
Flow is very interesting lean principle, when value stream is defined efficiently that is after
eliminating all non-value added activities it is essential to make the production flow smoothly. In
early 1913 henry ford was first to understand the concept of continues flow and ford
implemented this concept to its model T continues assembly line where product flow through
system. This model was useful when production value is more and product used same parts. By
end of 1920 ford was able to produced more than two million units with continues flow.
However, there was new challenge for manufacturing world, how do you create continues flow
for small batched with different product mix. Ohno at toyota came up with idea of changing tools
quickly to accommodate more flexible production process. Having continues flow with lower non
value steps in production process is what makes manufacture more efficient in reduction cycle
times. Many companies think stocking of material will help in elimination halts in production
process and some companies’ production process gets halted because right parts were not
delivered at right work station. However, companies fail to understand that material distribution
accounts for more than fifty percent of their manufacturing cost. It is a lack of flow in manufacturing
processes which accounts for the huge warehouses which houses mass of inventory which consumes the
working capital of the business [6].

2.3.4 Pull:
In order to get most efficient process, companies need to look beyond the production floor. Agile
supply chain is essential for better process without any material delays from the supplier or lots
on floor. Operating efficient supply chain will not only help better material destitution system
but also reduced cycle time which in turn increases plant throughput. One most widely used
methods in lean thinking is pull system.
10

Basic idea behind the pull system was customer will pull the value and once the value is
consumed by the customer replenishment will take place, on this order customer will be dictating
the demand and this completely opposite to the stock to buy models. There are three basic types
of pull system; replenishment pull, sequential pull, and mixed pull system with elements of the
previous two combined [7]. In a pull system entire supply chain activity from purchasing to
deliver, production activity from raw material to final product is based on the demand rather
than forecast. We can understand pull system by looking at the Walmart’s supermarket. The
replenishment activity only takes place when customer pulls the product form the shelf. A
signaling system is used to replenish the empty shelf using a system called Kanban which is
explained in detail in later chapter. On production floor, pull signals may be as simple as one
operator turning to his predecessor and asking for the required item. In more formal
environments, the operator wishing to pull a resource into his area might pass a card with the
required item number to the lower level [8].

Figure 4: Kanban based pull system [8]
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2.3.5 Perfection:
Perfection is the last principle and perhaps hardest to achieve. All the previous our principles will
help to achieve in identifying waste and elimination it systematically but final principle helps in
sustaining the implemented improvement.
Each principle from identifying value, where customer is willing to pay, to designing value stream
for eliminating Muda, creating continues flow to implementing pull to use demand based models
where only customer can create. Each production process will gain efficiency based on the new
improvements however sustaining will be key to make sure they will not deviate from intended
specifications. Perfection is more based on the cultivation lean culture. As the team implemented
continues improvement, the idea will that perfection can be achieved. Total perfection is hard or
nearly impossible to achieve in real word but eliminating waste and getting close to prefect
system.

Figure 5: Lean principle cycle [25]
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2.4 Seven types of waste:
In lean world waste can be defined as any activity that does not create value to its producer or
consumer. Lean tools and techniques are designed to eliminate non value added activist in
system. In any production process 90 percent of activity is considered waste. Lean thinking
always strived to identify and eliminate waste at any given opportunity in a system. The
systematic attack on waste is also a systematic assault on the factors underlying poor quality and
fundamental management problems [10].
According to Toyota production system there are seven types of waste.
1. Overproduction – Occurs when operations continue after they should have ceased. This results
in an excess of products, products being made too early and increased inventory.
2. Waiting – Sometimes referred to as queuing and occurs when there are periods of inactivity in
a downstream process because an upstream activity has not delivered on time. Sometimes idle
downstream processes are used for activities that either do not add value or result in
overproduction.
3. Transport – Unnecessary motion or movement of materials, such as work in progress (WIP)
being transported from one operation to another. In general transport should be minimized as it
adds time to the process during which no value is added and handling damage can occur.
4. Extra processing – Extra operations such as rework, reprocessing, handling or storage that
occur because of defects, overproduction or excess inventory.
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5. Inventory – All inventory that is not directly required to fulfil current customer orders.
Inventory includes raw materials, work-in-progress and finished goods. Inventory all requires
additional handling and space. Its presence can also significantly increase extra processing.
6. Motion – Refers to the extra steps taken by employees and equipment to accommodate
inefficient layout, defects, reprocessing, overproduction or excess inventory. Motion takes time
and adds no value to the product or service.
7. Defects – Finished goods or services that do not conform to the specification or customer’s
expectation, thus causing customer dissatisfaction.

Figure 6: Types of waste [10]

2.5 Value Stream Map:
From the above we have learned that it is important to define and identify value. Once the value
is being defined we can identify non value added activity from value added activity. To
understand the value added process and flow we use lean tool called value stream mapping
(VSM). VSM is most important tool in lean arsenal. Traditional value stream map is drawn using
paper and pen from the customer to supplier and carefully draw the visual representation of each
14

process to complete the cycle. It helps you to visualize more than just a single process but gives
a holistic view of entire production system from raw material to finished goods or service. VSM
is the very famous tool in continues improvement because of its two key characteristics: one its
material flow and second information flow. Second characteristics is as important as the first one
because in lean manufacturing oppose to mass production, process output is based on previous
process. In other words, first process only make what second process need at specific time and
this is achieved by information flow. Using VSM, many OEM’s and their top-tier suppliers have
changed their existing facility layouts, as well as existing systems for material handling, inventory
control, purchasing and scheduling, to reduce the total throughput times of orders and current
levels of work-in-process (WIP) inventories [13]. Value stream has two states, current and future.
The current state map is baseline view of existing process from which all improvement is
measured [11]
The future state map represents the vison of how the project team sees the value stream in the
future after improvements have been made [11].
Current state VSM is an initial analysis of the entire plant. Drawing current state will include
material flow from supplier to final delivery including information flow with cycle times. Value
stream mapping is always starts with the customer and ends with supplier. Once the VSM is
analyzed and nonvalue activities has been identified we can draw the future version of VSM
based on value specified by the customer.
In lean thinking, the critical place to begin any improvement effort is clear specification of the
value of a product as perceived by the end customer. Otherwise you will run the risk of improving
15

value stream that efficiently providers the end customer other than what’s really wanted. Thus
mapping begins with the customer requirement [12].

Figure 7: Value stream map symbols [12]

Value stream map is divided into three sections
1. Process or Production flow
2. Information flow
3. Time line and travel distance
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2.5.1 Process or Production flow:
This portion of the map is most associated with the flow of production process. Process is always
flows from left to right side on the sheet. When value stream map is drawn in this way it is
possible to identify the process and sub process allowing the team to see the opportunities to
eliminate non value added activities. Process box is drawn to each process and when material
flown to next process push or pull arrow is used to depict. Triangle sign is used for inventory sign
when material stocked in-between the process.

Figure 8: Basic process flow in VSM [11]

2.5.2 Information flow in VSM
The next stage in VSM is information flow and probably most important in terms of lean thinking
because process only starts once previous process reliever information signal to start next
process. Much of the chaos and confusion that often appears within a value stream can be traced
directly to non-value added communication [11]. Information always travel from customer to
supplier from right side to the left of paper see figure 9. In current state VSM information flow is
not structured but once the non-value added activity is identified and removed, information
flows more smoothly -right information to right place at right time.
17

2.5.3 Time line:
The last state of VSM is time line which documents processing and lead time of the sub and entire
process. This state is used by the team to analyze the date and identify the waste. As show in the
figure 9, the top line measures the process lead time, sometimes called as lead time or reduction
lead time in manufacturing settings [11]. This time is based on the entire inventor and demand
by the customer in the value stream that need to be completed. Below line is cycle time which is
sub process time for each process. This time is added at the end of line.

Figure 9: Basic illustration of time line in VSM [11]

2.6 5S work place methodology:
The 5S system is one of the most important techniques in lean manufacturing. When a company’s
transitions to lean thinking 5S is the first techniques advocated by many lean gurus. The basic
idea of 5S is very profound and simple, to keep workstation or work area clean. 5s creates clean
and discipline work environment. This “there is a place for everything and everything is in its
place” type of organization, characteristic of companies such as toyota, the pioneer of lean
production, exposes inefficiencies and disruptions in workflow so these problems are no longer
hidden and can be solved [14]. The average workstation in manufacturing plant have unnecessary
items stuffed in corners just in case if they needed one day [15].
18

The 5’S terms are originated in Japan which goes as seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu, and shitsuke.
There brief definition is described in below table.
Terms

Definition

Sort (seiri)

Remove all unnecessary items from location

Set in order (Seiton)

Set remaining items in designated place

Shine (Seiso)

Keep the area swept and clean

Standardize (Seiketsu)

Standardize the process

Sustain (Shitsuke)

Follow the process each day.

Table 1: The 5 S system
In implementation the 5s system in many manufacturing companies fail at fifth S (sustain).
Sustaining this system is mainly depending on the companies’ ability to adapt to lean culture.

2.7 Kanban System:
Kanban is signaling system developed by Toyota for better inventory control mechanism. Kanban
is an effective tool in increasing production process in manufacturing environment. The word
KAN means visual and BAN means card in Japanese which is basically a card used to signal to start
a process. Traditionally in inventory management this Kanban cards are placed in empty bins
signaling that material need to be replenished. This method is based on the pull system which
demand driven rather than forecast driven. In manufacturing, Kanban system requires supplier
commitment in providing fast services to provide effective supply of raw materials [16]. When
the bin is empty on the floor supplier will replenish when Kanban card is placed on the bin with
19

quantity required see figure 10. Most of the time high degree of supplier relationship is needed
to implement ideal Kanban system for production floor. Kanban process varies depending on the
manufacturing company and their production process, demand rate, product variation and
unstandardized process. Due to the difficulty in using the Kanban system in its original concept
in such diverse situations, variations (or adaptations) to the system (different from the ‘‘original’’)
were created to adapt properly to companies’ specific reality [17].
To overcome such problems, various types of Kanban systems and related techniques have been
developed. Adaptive Kanban is allowed to change the number of Kanban cards with respect to
unstable demand [18]. Traditional Kanban cards has been replaced with modern digital version
of signal system thanks to emergence of information management technologies. Real time
information is being shared with different suppliers to provide accurate information of raw
material inventories which enables better routing systems and decreased production halts due
to material shortage. Many manufacturing industries started deploying better ERP systems to
steam line there supply chain activities. Kanban systems started evolving with information
systems adapted by the companies to develop better inventory management strategies.
Focus on Material distribution became key component in most of the manufacturing firms who
strive to reduce working capital. However, there are few companies still struggle with
implementing optimal Kanban systems on production floor.
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Figure 10: Basic illustration of Kanban card [24]

2.8 Value analysis:
Value analysis is system, a set of complete techniques, properly arranges for solo purpose of
efficiently identifying unnecessary costs before, during and after the fact [20]. A value analysis is
performed in many different way depending of the purpose of identifying the value. Time value
analysis is one most common in lean continues improvement projects. When the bottleneck is
identifying in production system, to understand the root cause, it is important to know each step
of the process from design phase to development phase. Analyzing each sub process will provide
details on where improvement is possible and how value can be increased. Recording and
document time date will help team or company to understand the trends in the process. In typical
lean thinking most the process have 70 percentage of waste. Comprehensive time value analysis
will provide target areas in production process.
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2.9 Total quality management (TQM):
Total quality management gained popularity in early 1990 when global market became more
competitive for many manufactures. Managers constantly trying to increase process effective to
deliver superior quality than their rivals at both international and domestic levels.
TQM is an integrated management philosophy and set of practices that emphasizes, among other
things, continuous improvement, meeting customers' requirements, reducing rework, longrange thinking, increased employee involvement and teamwork, process redesign, competitive
benchmarking, team-based problem-solving, constant measurement of results, and closer
relation- ships with supplier [21]. TQM as set of ideas are very useful in bring superior quality
process for customer base for both manufacturing and service industrial. Latter is arguably
controversial because TQM origins are from manufacturing sector. To deploy and sustain TQM
top management’s involvement is empirical and to achieve companies intended goals clear vison
for quality management should be designed which included all the departments, Employees and
suppliers to fulfill customer satisfaction.
Designing the production process to produce the product that customer is willing to invest is
what makes company successful however, central idea of TQM is not only to make customer
happy but to achieve customer delight by exceeding expectation of the customer. There are
number of tools developed from past decades to achieve this purpose, once of them is house of
quality see figure 11 which is designed specifically to understand customer requirements and
translate into engineering language. Total quality management involves in design, production
process, Customer satisfaction, customer date, Process engineering and Product delivery.
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In this context TQM can be defined as “TQM is a corporate culture characterized by increased
customer satisfaction through continuous improvements, in which all employees actively
participate” [22].

Figure 11: House of quality [22]

2.10 ABC analysis:
Inventory management in every manufacturing organization plays a critical role in maintaining
working capital to optimal limit. When a company spends more than 50 percent of the financial
resources on the material and rest on the operations, Salaries and variable costs, purchasing
patterns play a significant role in maintaining flow of cash. To meet the customer deliver time,
it’s important to design well suited supply chain strategy. Sometimes with manufacture complex
products need multiple sub parts that goes into the systems to make final product. To meet the
efficiency and demand for every station material cannot be delayed and must be delivered on
time. Different raw material has different lead times, Companies need to understand material
importance in respect to production process and impacts of overall efficiently of the plant.
Automotive companies have wide range of inventory items that need to be managed. As more
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and more customers demand a wide range of products, the need to increase the variety of
inventory items is also increases.
The basic principle of ABC analysis is based on 80-20 rule, which states as 80% of the effects is
caused by 20% of the causes. This observation was first made by an Italian economist, Vilfredo
Pareto, and is called Pareto’s law. As applied to inventories, it is usually found that the
relationship between the percentage of items and the percentage of annual dollar usage follows
a pattern in which three groups can be defined [23]:
Group A About 20% of the items account for about 80% of the dollar usage [23].
Group B About 30% of the items account for about 15% of the dollar usage [23].
Group C About 50% of the items account for about 5% of the dollar usage [23].
In ABC analysis Class A indicates that 80% of cash goes to 20% of material, getting tight control
on 20% of the material will reduce working capital tremendously. ABC classification can also be
used in warehouse systems with segregating high value material to low value material. Its helpful
tool during designing layout, raw materials can be segregated based on the constant usage to
rarely usage. If class A items are used on daily bases, Class B and C are used not so frequently
layout can be designed by separating all their item classification for better logistical support for
production.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Research methodology:
The current state of production system at delta Waseca was poorly maintained with constant
troubles with longer processing times, reworks and quality issues. To address the situation a
systematic approach is developed to analyze the entire plant to understand effects of this
symptoms. When the analysis is conducted and constrains were understood, a methodology is
developed to increase the production rate of plant by optimizing the operation activities from
raw material to final product.
Plan was developed looking at the holistic view of production process considering working capital
of the company at specific time and supplier relations. In this chapter we have explained the
methods used to achieve higher production rate with implementing new process to existing
production system using lean thinking approach. The main goal of this paper to study and
understand the entire holistic value stream and implement the changes based on the five core
principles of the lean manufacturing.
As the methodology was devised based on the lean manufacturing principles and process
improvement tool used to identify the bottlenecks in current system. When the bottleneck were
identified and the process is analyzed, new process is designed based on the available resources
in relation to financial situation of the company.
Major emphasis is given to the inputs provided by the shop floor workers and their feedback on
the current process. It is noted again and again that most important pillar in lean thinking is the
involvement of people.
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Table 2: Lean methodology matrix
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Methodology matrix is developed see table 2, to understand the steps need to make the change
happen on the work floor.

3.2 Identifying the value chain
A systematic approach is developed to identifying current state bottlenecks. Value stream map
is drawn for the entire plant, constrains are identified by analyzing value stream and current
conditions. Current state value stream map is analyzed by entire team and data is collected.

Figure 12: Methodology diagram

3.3 Data collection process:
Data collected from each process to analyze the potential opportunities to improve the process.
Time sheets where used to collect the data for each individual process, which is used to target
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areas for kaizen team to look for process improvement opportunities. For the target area, Indepth time analysis is conducted to each sub process from material travel time to final assembly
time. Stop watch is used to collect time data for each process and data is documented which in
turned used to analyze the bottlenecks. Table 3 is an example of time sheets, date analyses and
results are discussed in detail on next chapter.

Table 3: Time sheet
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3.4 process analysis:
A methodology is developed to analyze the current production system and implement the new
system to increase the efficiency of plant. In this chapter data is analyses and results obtained
from the analysis is discussed. This paper is limited to research questions presented in chapter 1.
Every attempt is made on the floor to bring the lean change into reality, as this paper not only
present the theoretical finding but most of the finding have been implemented and sustained in
real world scenario.
After the initial analysis is conducted with current state value stream mapping, four process
which are critical to the process efficient are been identified. Changing the current production
system for this targeted area will reduce the processing time on the shop floor and increase the
production of one more trailer each day. Each research question is attempted to solve by the
unique system design based on lean thinking and floor input, after all they are one who need to
agree on the process.
How can you identify major constrains in the plant?
To understand the major constrains in the plant that are responsible for low production rate a
value stream analysis is conducted, Value stream map which helps to understand the material
flow and information flow along with processing time is drawn for entire plant. Looking at the
value stream continues improvement team has identified the target area which are sides, roof
and floor which are critical process to build entire trailer. Production line begins with the sides
and roof process and without the sides and roof there is no assembly, if there is no assembly
there is no trailer down the lane. Working time calculated to be 570 minutes with excluding 60
minutes break.
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𝑻𝒐 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝒂𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒉 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔, 𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒎𝒖𝒔𝒕 𝒃𝒆 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒔𝒇𝒊𝒆𝒅
(𝑷𝒔, 𝑷𝒓, 𝑷𝒇) ≤ 𝑻𝒌. 𝒕
(𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏)
𝑷𝒔 = 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒔, 𝑷𝒓 = 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒇,
𝑷𝒇 = 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒐𝒓𝒔, 𝑻𝒌. 𝒕 = 𝑻𝒂𝒌𝒕 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆
3.4.1 Sides process
For the sides process average time were recorded for four trails see figure 13. With the current
process for sides each set takes on average of more than 6:00 hours to complete. At this rate
current system could not produce more than one set of sides per day as total available working
time is only 570 minutes per shift.

Figure 13: Time analysis for side’s process
To get the addition sides in the process we need to reduce the processing time for each sides. An
in-depth time analysis is conducted on each sub process, recording each step to second. Based
on the documented times a trend is identified to decrease to processing time.
It is noted that three major sub process (Marking, measuring and drilling) accounts for the 35%
of total process. Dividing this process with main stream process will save 35% of processing time
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for each side body. This process is Type 2 waste, which is needed for process to transform the
material into final part but customer is does not see the value in this. Now the target area for
process improvement is identified we have used the novel thinking based on the available
resources to design new process to eliminate waste.

𝑇𝑘. 𝑡 =

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦

Current demand is at 38 units per one month, which is 2 per day (given 19 working days per
month)
𝑇𝑘. 𝑡 = 285 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡

Figure 14: Trend analysis for sides
Above graph shown that each process recorded show same time trend for drilling, marking and
measuring process. Elimination measuring and marking process from the main process will
reduce human interaction on the process which in turn helps in less rework from the station.
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Figure 15 shows the opportunity time which can be reduced from the main process. New working
process is deigned based on the trend and looking at the holistically at the process.

Figure 15: Value analysis graph

Dividing the process improvement opportunity time from the main process time will decrease
the cycle time for side’s process. Worker need to drill two sets for extrusion for sides with more
than 600 holes, Before the drill process worker need to cut the extrusion to appropriate length
while walking to material lot and station. Once the material is cut, measuring, marking for exact
length and drill patters is exposed to various human errors.
Three main sub process marking, measuring and drilling are bottlenecks for side process. Table 4
show the time difference from the main processing time.
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Table 4: Sub process time for sides
Based on the time analysis new process is designed to eliminate cutting, marking and drilling
operations from the main process in sides work station. Looking holistically at the process,
extrusion that need to complete the sides are shipped from the supplier based in Michigan. With
the big lean times material most of the time misses the shipping dead line.
3.4.2 Roof processes
In the trailer industry roof is the part with thick sheet supported by aluminum extrusions. This
process is similar to side’s process. Time analysis is conducted for roof process to understand the
bottlenecks in details.

Figure 16: Time analysis for roof process
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Total of four observations are conducted to understand the process have any deviation than past
process. In-depth time analysis is conducted by recording all the sub process to the second and
trend is identified from the four observations.

𝑇𝑘. 𝑡 =

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦

𝑇𝑘. 𝑡𝑟 = 285 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

Figure 17: Trend analysis for roof process
Figure 17 shows the trend analysis for roof improvement process. Sub process 5 to 7 and 14 to
17 are time consuming, developing a plan to reduce this targeted process will reduce overall
production time for roof process. To get addition roof to increase the plant process time should
not be more than 4.4 hr. per unit in roof station. To eliminate the non-value added activities for
roof same process as of sides is followed. Removing the cutting, drilling and measuring operations
from the main process will reduce 35% of workload which will in turn decreases total processing
time for roof.
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Table 5: Sub process time for roof
3.4.3 Floor process
Floors process is the underbody of trailer, this process is divided into three as chassis structure,
wood floor and painting process to provide anti corrosion properties. Biggest challenge with this
process is flow of the material itself, When the underbody is produced it is moved manually
pushing all the way to paint boot in the plant and returning once the painting process is
completed. Each time minimum of four workers need to leave their workstation and help move
600 pounds’ unit.
Another constrain identified by the kaizen team is raw material unloading and material
transportation process to floors station. Current process uses fork lift to unload 30 feet long
wooden bars which are safety issues as they are tilting while unloading and entire unloading
processing take more than 6 hours with three workers.
See figure 18 for plant layout for floors, Black arrows illustrate material flow as once the floors
go to paint boot and returns to same location for assembly process.
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Figure 18: Plant layout for floor process
Different materials interacting with different workstation and to understand this interaction,
matrix is created with identifying more than 600 parts and how they interact with each cutting
stations. Data was collected on each part in the inventory system and motion analysis was
conducted on the each of the items to track the travel path from one workstation to other
station.

Table 6: Non value activity time for floor process
Table 6 shows the total time required for material movement and unloading time for floors.
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Table 7: Material interaction matrix for floors
In table 7 each “X” state that material has travelled through that following station for required
operations. Based on the travel path and required station for operation to change the raw
material into final product, layout is designed with moving all required material near to the
stations. This table is only limited for floors but entire list with must more detail tables are
mentioned in appendix.
3.4.4 Door process:
This process is interlinked with side’s process as when the sides are produced for some of the
units due to customer specifications entire frame comes with side door frame see figure 19.
Measurements are calculated from the actual sides frame process, which means door process
can only start once the side process is completed. This is resulting in waiting time at doors
workstation where jobs are started late and completed late. During the analysis of door process
it is found that due to the complicated working process at door station there is lot of reworks
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being taking place. It is observed that this is mainly due to lack of proper training for workers at
the stations. This observation presented with another challenge, this one is more concerned with
the people rather than process. As company delta Waseca is treasure box for information related
to process and material. In other words, there is lot tribal knowledge with the workers who did
not pass on the process information to their successor at the station and this was also because
lack of proper documentation and transparency.

Figure 19: Side Panel with door frame
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Chapter 4: Results
In this chapter results after the in-depth analysis for all four major constrained process are been
recorded. Lean techniques is used to analysis the process at each of four work stations. Each
bottleneck has been studied and different techniques has been identified to eliminate the nonvalue process.

4.1 Sides Results:
Delta Waseca does not have CNC capabilities however, a sister company (Opus Mach) location in
Detroit, just few hours from supplier have state of the art machining systems. Diverting the entire
traffic from suppliers to Opus Mach and pre drill all the material need to make the final sides
body. Table 8 illustrate the new side’s process times.

Table 8: Sides new process time results
New process shows the better lead time and superior quality as most of the cutting is done with
CNC programming. Eliminating drilling process reduced the final processing time from 390
minutes (6.30 hours) to 247 minutes (3.9 hours). With the available working time of 9.5 hours
two side’s body can be produced within 8 hours of total production in sides work station.
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New process is explained with comparison with the old process for sides using value stream
mapping see figure 20. Supplier lead time played a significant role in throughput efficiency.
Changing the supplier base and diverting the traffic to machine centers in Detroit helped
tremendously in reduction overall cycle time for sides process.

Figure 20: Value stream map for side’s process
Based on the new analysis new takt time is calculated for side’s process. Considering the demand
for two units per day for 19 working days in month.
𝑇𝑘. 𝑡𝑠 = 285 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑠 ≤ 𝑇𝑘. 𝑡𝑠

(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑒: 𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
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Ps is abbreviation for side’s process and condition should be satisfied to get addition units at
station.
Above equation Ps should be less than the takt time in the workstation to achieve required pace
time for demand.
𝑃𝑠 = 247.2 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡.

(247.2 < 285) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

Above results in the sides workstation is below required takt time to produce 2 units per day.
New process time is 247 minutes per unit.

4.2 Roof process results
As roof process is almost same as sides process where installing the extrusion and riveting
together. This process involves heavily on drilling and riveting, to divide this from actual process
similar approach is taken as side’s process. As material comes from the supplier in Michigan and
which is diverted to opus Mach for pre drilling the extrusions. New implemented process has
saved on average of 78 minutes per unit in roof station See table 9.

Table 9: Roof new process time results
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New strategy able to save 1 hour 30 minutes approximately comparing to original process time
of 5 hours 30 minutes. With the available working time of 9.5 hours, process can produce two
roof at the station with 4 hours approximately for each unit.

Figure 21: Value stream map for roof process
Based on the new analysis new takt time is calculated for roofs process. Considering the demand
for two units per day for 19 working days in month.
𝑇𝑘. 𝑡𝑟 = 285 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑟 ≤ 𝑇𝑘. 𝑡𝑟

(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑒: 𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
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Pr is abbreviation for roof process and condition should be satisfied to produce addition unit at
the work station. Above equation Pr should be less than the takt time in the workstation to
achieve required pace time for demand.
𝑃𝑟 = 243 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡. (243 < 285) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
New process time for roof station after improvements is 243 minutes per roof.

4.3 Floor process results:
To tackle this constrains in the process, change in the material flow is important. To understand
how material is travelling and interacting from each work station, a material interaction matrix is
created. Looking at the interactions optimal layout is designed taking material flow and safety
issues into consideration. Figure 22 shows the new layout for floor process with optimized flow
for both material and transportations.

Figure 22: New layout for floors
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In new layout, material flow is more linear than older flow. Black arrow with 1 shows the how
material flows after floors are put together. Arrow 2 shows raw material receiving flow for floors
process.
𝐹𝑡 = 78 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑒: 𝐹𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒.

Table 10: New results for floor process

Figure 23: Floors value stream map
𝑃𝑓 = 270 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑓 < 𝑇𝑘. 𝑡 (𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑃𝑓 = 270 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡. (270 < 285) 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
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4.4 Door process results:
Analysis for entire door process from raw material to final production had conducted and it is
concluded that improper documentation and training is root cause for low quality and rework.
After the collecting required data and input from the floor new standards for each sub process is
developed.
For the doors process standard working document is developed, with integrating with training
Manuel. Standard working process is one of hardest process to sustain but before that to
implement standard work it is important to identify the best practice with required design
changed for achieving high quality. Standard working chart is designed with in detail graphical
representation of work with explanation of each sub process. Safety is given top priority when
working on floor and Personal protective equipment (PPE) is included in the chart along with
quality symbols. Figure 21 show the example of implemented standard working chart at doors
work station.

Figure 24: Standard working chart for door process.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The results of the study were successfully implemented on the floor with lean thinking.
Production floor workers played instrumental to achieve this chances by conduction kizen events
and extracting the tribal knowledge and applying it to the process helped team to understand
bottlenecks in detail. To increase the plant efficiency for sides, roof and floors developed
condition has met and processing time are reduced
(𝑃𝑠, 𝑃𝑟, 𝑃𝑓) < 𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑃𝑠 = 𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, Pr = 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑃𝑓 = 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

∴ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
With the product being related to automotive industry, each process improvement where
conducted in par with occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, Federal motor safety administration and International Organization
for Standardization (ISO).
All the design and process chanced are made with standard verification process and chanced
were recorded in engineering chance notice prior to approval. Implementing the process chance
with lean thinking will take the organization long way and entire teams participation form
managerial level to floor labor level will make the chance lot easier. Small projects are target to
make the change happen at the initial stages and eventually once the projects are being
successful and team members are more confident about the change, major process changes are
carried out.
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To sustain the lean culture every day meeting was conducted to talk about the production
process and scheduling with the leads and workers for 20 to 30 minutes. This meeting lead to
leadership development for some the floor workers and started to lead some projects in absents
of supervisor or floor manager.
All employees constantly strived to bring more change on the floor to reduce the lead time and
increase the quality of the product. As the company, delta Waseca invest heavily in the lean
process implement along with integration of new technologies to build superior quality product
in trucking industry.
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Appendix A: Time sheet

Figure 25: Time sheet for floor workers
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Appendix B: Old and new plant layouts

Figure 26: Plant layout before improvement
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Figure 27: Material travel path for old layout
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Table 11: Lots and station
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Figure 28: New layout
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Appendix C: Sides process data and trend analysis

Table 12: Sides process data sheet
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Table 13: Sides data sheet improvement opportunity

Figure 29: Trend analysis for side’s process
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Appendix D: Roof process data and trend analysis

Table 14: Roofs process data sheet
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Table 15: Roof data sheet for improvement opportunity

Figure 30: Roof trend analysis
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Appendix E: Value stream maps

Figure 31: Current state value stream map

Figure 32: Future state value stream map
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